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Category:Ezio Auditore da Firenze Category:Assassin's CreedBoards I think he is a bright lad, but he seems to have a very poor memory of what he said. The man who is the best offensive footballer in England (Tevez) gave the interview whilst on national duty. He may well have been talking about the actual interview as he could have been on tour at the time (he did after all). but there was a bit in his
interview I liked, when he said he was of a "..clarity of vision and a very honest player". I always remember that really. The last point is more of a personal thing (and I do feel very ashamed of myself) but as soon as he is on the field, he has as much trouble hitting a ball on target as Danny Green has with a pass. Why do Arsenal fans always assume that everything they say is meant to be taken at face
value? Being like that is why you get caught out time and time again. Click to expand... I agree, I never get annoyed by it because I can understand why they say things like that Why do Arsenal fans always assume that everything they say is meant to be taken at face value? Being like that is why you get caught out time and time again. Click to expand... That's why I was going to go with the cut and
paste approach of "There is more to it than meets the eye, and you are naive and ignorant". Which was going to be a pretty bitch to put together. He admitted that the main reason he chose to go to Arsenal was that his girlfriend was an Arsenal fan. It's hardly a criticism. Just a fact. I'm sure he's a lovely lad, but you're never going to hear a Swansea midfielder call it a "mistake" or an act of "egregious
misconduct". If you go that route in your defence it's best to stay away from the defender and approach the goalkeeper for cover, so you can get the nutsack in good time. I think he is a bright lad, but he seems to have a very poor memory of what he said. The man who is the best offensive footballer in England (Tevez) gave the interview whilst on national duty. He may well have been talking about the
actual interview as he could have been on tour at the time (he did after all f678ea9f9e
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